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By John F. Schumaker : The Corruption of Reality  corruption it is an overloaded word often used as the sole cause 
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of the problems in poor countries yet corruption seems to be everywhere indeed often encouraged transparency 
international is the global civil society organisation leading the fight against corruption The Corruption of Reality: 

1 of 1 review helpful A life altering experience By Arne Saknussmm This book formulates an hypothesis which if not 
proven beyond criticism at least is based on a body of data and research It formulates a credible explanation evolution 
selected dissociation capacity of the human brain as a coping mechanism against the CONSCIENCE of our finitude 
etc for diverse and apparently unconnected phenomena and provided me with This groundbreaking volume examines 
our sometimes strained grasp of reality and sheds new light on three subject areas that continue to fascinate researchers 
religion hypnosis and psychopathology The Corruption of Reality challenges many of the ideas in all three disciplines 
and paves the way for an exciting far reaching and unified theory of conscious and unconscious behavior Schumaker 
argues that despite their apparent differences religion hypnosis and From Booklist Sure to be labeled immoral by some 
organized religion enthusiast balderdash by some ultrarational pragmatist Schumaker s book makes a case for the 
essential sameness of religion hypnosis and psyc 
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